
MINUTES 
TOWN OF VERMONT PLAN COMMISSION MEETING 

January 9, 2013 – 7:30 P.M.  4017 CTY JJ 
 
 
 

CALL TO ORDER 
  

The meeting was called to order by Todd Culliton at 7:30 p.m. The meeting was properly noticed, 
posted at State Bank of Cross Plains in Black Earth, Harris Bank in Mt. Horeb, on the front door of the 
Town Hall and published in the News Sickle Arrow and Mount Horeb Mail and on the town website, 
www.townofvermont.com. 
  
Members present: Jim Elleson, Don McKay, Scott Moe, Eric Haugen.  Also present: Mark Sherven, 
Larry Ziemer, Barbara Grenlie, Marc Robertson.  Absent: Johanna Solms, Todd Culliton, Doug Meier. 
Jim Elleson served as vice-chair in the absence of Todd Culliton. 
 
 

 
APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

  
Moved by Don McKay seconded by Eric Haugen and carried 4-0 to approve the agenda as posted. 

 
 
 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
 

Moved by Eric Haugen seconded by Don McKay and carried 4-0 to approve the November 26, 2012, 
minutes as written.  
 
 
 

DISCUSSION OF TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS 
 

This was the main purpose of the meeting and the board was represented for a joint discussion. The 
material from Dane County dated March 30, including pertinent ordinances had been reviewed by all 
present.   
 
Mark Sherven suggested starting out by possibly eliminating one or more of the four options: sending 
and receiving, receiving only, and sending only from/to the entire county and transfer only within the 
town.  
 
Receiving only might diminish the value of existing TDRs. It is also possible the value of all the land in 
the town may go up as TDRs are exported and development is more limited. There is a question 
whether transfer of TDRs will in fact have any impact on tax base. At the moment assessments are 
based on use value and TDRs are not to be considered. It would affect appraisal when sold. Sending 
only might undermine the future tax base because of potential improvements not happening. 
 
If sending and receiving to the entire county are adopted then it may be very difficult to control. As 
long as it is only within the town it can be controlled. It would be possible to design a program to set a 
limit per year, or designate specific areas. Objective criteria could theoretically be developed to define 
where imports are allowed. However, in that case the town would have to make decisions about 
property owners’ land. It was noted that there are already guidelines in the CLUP for a possible TDR 
program—no floodplains, wetlands, or ridgetop protection areas.  
 
If we use the CLUP wording as a starting point, that could suggest we are not in favor of receiving 
from outside the town.  
 



Some property owners might prefer that no rights get added next door. Not all buyers are 
sophisticated about PDRs; quite a few residents are still confused about the 1 per 35 concept. 
 
The best way to let a market develop might be to allow transfers outside the town. Downside is 
brokers, complex lengthy process, etc. 
 
A1-Ex land is the only land for which PDRs can be sent; it must be then rezoned. There is a question 
whether you could return rezoned parcels to Ag-ex in order to transfer; they would have to meet the 
35 acre parcel requirement. A list of questions should be developed to submit to Dane County. 
 
People generally agreed that we should come back and look at sending and receiving to the entire 
county in a few years, and in the meantime concentrate on allowing transfers within the town. Mark 
Sherven asked whether anyone is really pushing for TDR. It was felt that in general people want to be 
able to sell TDRs, to preserve their land, but that there is not necessarily any demand to buy them. 
Because there is no actual town within our township, that may be a reason for apparent lack of 
demand. There is a question how many buildable sites still really exist, whether or not PDRs are 
available. 
 
TDR within the town either has to be done case by case or else by blanket receiving areas. Per the 
CLUP, the criteria for receiving areas are sufficiently well-defined to be addressed case-by-case and 
yet objectively, avoiding personal or political issues. There is some confusion about what is “blanket” 
and what is “case-by-case”. Because TDR is a zoning process, it will follow the same process as any 
other rezone. 
 
Starting to define criteria, it was suggested that there should be no super sending areas or bonuses. 
 
There was considerable discussion of the criteria for receiving areas. There is a potential issue with 
people who will be very upset about increased density next door. So do you encourage clustering and 
discourage “spot housing”, given that one goal of TDR is to create clusters. 
 
The conclusion of the discussion was generally to keep transfers within the town to start with, to move 
it along but also start out slow. Nobody wants to receive from outside the town. The tax base issue 
has to be better understood with respect to the impact of sending outside the town. There may be 
potential issues with three extraterritorial jurisdictions; this should be researched, as should the 
questions regarding rezoning back to A1-Ex.  
 
The starting point for criteria for receiving areas is the CLUP, possibly eliminating the 1985 date on 
the limit of 4 per 35 acres owned. Sending areas have to be Ag-ex. Receiving areas can be almost 
the whole range of zoning districts. Conservancy parcels can be sending areas but not receiving. A 
receiving area has to be at least two acres per the county and our ordinances. Overall density of 4 
per 35 could be varied in size within the 35, could be 3 2’s and the balance for the 4th. Allowing two 
acres for receiving in theory better protects a large sending area, as long as it is only within the town. 
4 per 35 is maybe more relevant to receiving from outside the town. Other important considerations 
could include driveways, access, siting, frontage issues, septic, water, etc. Only 4 residences can be 
on a shared driveway, or created within a five-year period, because 5 equals a subdivision. The 4 per 
35 concept is not set in stone. 
 
Big question is how to define the density standard for receiving areas, probably a whole separate 
meeting topic. What is minimum size, what is maximum density? PDRs have to go to specific 
homesite locations just like any other rezone. Certified survey would be done and lots created, but 
you can do no more than 4 in a five-year period. What about separate legal entities? State ordinance 
says creating 5 parcels of 1.5 acres or less is a subdivision, County says 5 parcels of 35 acres or 
less. We could allow subdivisions if we wanted to, such development just comes under the 
subdivision ordinance. 
 
There seems to be agreement on the general direction and the plan commission can carry on working 
on it. 
 



DISCUSSION OF, AND POSSIBLE ACTION ON, DRIVEWAY CONSTRUCTION PERMIT POLICIES 
 

There was a discussion of simplifying or eliminating the whole renewal process. The plan commission 
recommended to just make permits good for two years. If not used, then the PC would reevaluate. If 
nothing changed, there could be some process of automatic approval, but if conditions have changed, 
a new application could be required. Existing driveway permits that have been renewed regularly as 
required could be grandfathered. What should be done about existing permits that have been 
renewed up to now? One problem is that the county might change requirements or create obstacles 
in future driveway situations.   
 
Two years is too short; three years was suggested, at which point the permit would expire. A 
reinstatement process—not the same as current renewal policy—was recommended and if nothing 
has changed, the process for reinstatement would be that the driveway committee goes out and 
approves and the fee is minimal. If something significant has changed then a re-application could be 
required. It could be better in estate planning situations to encourage more lot creation without a 
driveway. In some more complicated cases an engineer plan might be required even though the 
landowner does not plan to build the driveway right away, before we would even give a considered 
opinion regarding a future permit. There can be no guarantee of a future driveway construction permit 
if an application is not actually completed and approved.  
 
Do we really need to be able to go back and take another look after some period of time elapses? 
Some present felt a permit should last forever. Should rezoning be allowed without establishing the 
building site, the way building sites are now allowed without driveway approval? Driveways are the 
hot spot for regulations, change, and high up front costs. Storm water management regulations could 
change whether our permit is permanent or not; that is beyond town control. Changes will also be 
driven by the town board and plan commission. An approved driveway today could be an unbuildable 
driveway down the road in either case. 
 
It was noted that GPS is great but not super-accurate; readings may vary up to 30-50 feet. It was 
suggested the town needs a simple system of tracking driveway permits—an accurate master list—
what’s approved, which ones are built and which not. The plan commission needs clear guidance to 
flesh out the details. It was agreed that work towards a new policy will be based on a three year 
permit with a reinstatement process. 

 
 
 

CONTINUATION OF WORK ON ORDINANCE REVISIONS AND PLAN COMMISSION POLICY AND 
PROCEDURE MANUAL  

 
There was no discussion on this item. 

 
 
 

SCHEDULE NEXT MEETING AND DISCUSS POSSIBLE AGENDA ITEMS 
 

The next meeting will be January 28.  
 
 

ADJOURNMENT 
 

Moved by Eric Haugen seconded by Scott Moe and carried 4-0 to adjourn at 10:45 p.m. 
 

       Johanna Solms  
       Plan Commission Secretary 
       From recording by Marc Robertson 
         


